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La motivación de este Trabajo Fin de Máster surge a partir de la evolución de las 

herramientas para desarrollar aplicaciones móviles multiplataforma. Este 

concepto no es nuevo, pero, dado su reciente avance, se están convirtiendo en 

una opción preferente en ciertos casos de uso. 

Este trabajo consiste en un estudio comparativo de las soluciones más populares 

en este ámbito. Concretamente, las herramientas React Native, Xamarin y Flutter 

han sido escogidas para desarrollar este trabajo por las siguientes razones: 

1. El soporte por parte de las organizaciones que mantienen estas 

herramientas. 

2. La comunidad de desarrolladores que contribuyen al proyecto. 

3. El crecimiento y número de aplicaciones basadas en ellas actualmente en 

el mercado. 

El objetivo es responder a cuestiones como: 

• ¿Qué requisitos debe tener una aplicación para que el uso de una 

herramienta multiplataforma sea más recomendable que un desarrollo 

nativo? ¿Qué ventajas brindarían? 

• ¿Qué rendimiento ofrecen? ¿Cómo se comportan bajo diferentes 

circunstancias? 

• ¿Qué limites tienen con respecto al desarrollo nativo? 

La metodología de evaluación ha sido diseñada de acuerdo a las tendencias 

actuales, a cómo han evolucionado estas tecnologías y al trabajo de 

investigación que ya se ha realizado sobre este tema. Previos estudios analizan 

el ecosistema de desarrollo y llevan a cabo una comparativa, tanto cualitativa 

como cuantitativa, de diferentes herramientas multiplataforma y desarrollo 

nativo, creando aplicaciones de muestra y describiendo el proceso de desarrollo 

y las métricas de rendimiento. Sin embargo, los resultados de estos estudios han 

quedado obsoletos. Este trabajo puede considerarse como una actualización de 

los mismos debido a la aparición de nuevos frameworks que han cambiado el 

ecosistema y que no han sido analizados todavía, así como la evolución de las 



capacidades hardware de los dispositivos móviles y herramientas de estudio, 

ofreciendo nuevos puntos de referencia. 

Los aspectos comparados pueden ser divididos en cuatro grupos: 

1. Análisis técnico de las características internas para analizar posibles 

límites de las aplicaciones resultantes, por ejemplo, licencias, 

compatibilidad con arquitecturas de 64 bits, ejecuciones en segundo 

plano… 

2. Características que influyen en el desarrollo: documentación, soporte, 

lenguaje de programación… 

3. Capacidades de acceso al hardware del dispositivo como la interfaz 

Bluetooth, el sistema de posicionamiento GPS y la cámara. 

4. Análisis cuantitativo del rendimiento bajo flujos de trabajo comunes en 

aplicaciones móviles. 

En conclusión, se analizan los aspectos internos y el funcionamiento de estas 

herramientas, seguido por el diseño y desarrollo de una aplicación con cada una 

de ellas, para comprobar su rendimiento, capacidades y límites. Por último, se 

presentan los resultados en forma de comparativa para proporcionar una 

perspectiva de la funcionalidad de estas herramientas y cómo encajan en el 

ecosistema de desarrollo de aplicaciones móviles.  
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ABSTRACT 

Ubiquitous connectivity is increasingly becoming from a service to a requirement, 

leading the mobile applications to be, nowadays, one of the most used means to connect 

with services and people.  

The incentive of this Master Thesis arises from the appearance of new frameworks to 

develop cross-platform mobile applications. This approach is not new, but these 

technologies are improving the resulting developments in such a way that they are 

increasingly becoming an option to take into account. 

This work expounds a comparison between the most recent technologies and 

programming paradigms. Concretely, React Native, Xamarin and Flutter are chosen 

given the support they have from the leading information technology companies, their 

current state, and the community of developers who have shown interest in them. 

These frameworks’ internals and features are analyzed, followed by the design and 

development of an application in order to benchmark their performance, capabilities, 

and limitations. Lastly, the results are presented in the form of a comparison to provide 

a perspective of the functionality of these tools and how they fit in the nowadays 

ecosystem of applications development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. MOTIVATION 

Today, the ubiquitous access to information through a mobile client is one of the main 

features of information technology services and thus, it is an element of high 

importance to consider while developing a service or product. In fact, according to the 

marketing company comScore, in 2017 the users spent on average 57% of their media 

time on mobile applications (comScore 2017). 

Moreover, the high competence in this industry compels companies to minimize the 

time to market of every application to take the business idea forward. As a matter of 

fact, the expression Mobile first has been recently coined to describe a software 

development trend whereby the development of a user interface is first focused on 

mobile devices. All these show the importance of the development of applications in 

today’s industries, in fact, 52% of the users state a poor mobile experience negatively 

impacts the opinion of the brand (comScore 2017). 

Due to this current state of the market, new approaches arose to develop mobile 

applications, widening the spectrum of available tools. This thesis focuses on cross-

platform development and analyses the most modern technologies, describing the 

development process of use cases and benchmarking their performance. 
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1.2. OBJECTIVE AND TASK 

In this thesis, three tools are going to be analyzed and compared to answer questions 

such as: 

• How do the requirements of a project have to be so that cross-platform 

development is more preferable than native? Which benefits can they offer? 

• What is their performance? How do they behave in different contexts? 

• What are their limits with respect to native development? 

To develop this dissertation, React Native, Xamarin and Flutter have been chosen, given 

the applications that have already been developed with them and the support they have 

today from the industry and software practitioners. The first two stand out for having 

been chosen to develop solutions with a high demand, such as Instagram and FOX 

Sport’s application; on the contrary, Flutter is the most recent tool, but it brings together 

the new advances in the industry, offering new methodologies and perspective. 

A use case is going to be developed with these frameworks to test the workflow and 

their performance. All the processes are going to be described to show the possibilities, 

limits and the differences between the various frameworks. 

1.3. STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

This project is divided into 4 main parts, following a general-to-specific pattern. First, 

the motivation and goals of this dissertation are presented, and the state of the art of 

mobile applications development is depicted. 

Afterwards, three cross-platform frameworks are chosen to test the current state of these 

technologies, and a use case is developed with each framework to carry out performance 

tests and capabilities comparison. 

Finally, the conclusions and future work will close this dissertation. 
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1.4. METHODOLOGY 

The selection of the tools is mainly based on three factors: 

1. Support from the company behind the framework, that is, its current state, its 

frequency of updates, and their investment in it. 

2. The community of developers using or contributing to the project. 

3. Growth and number of applications based on them. 

The evaluation methodology has been designed according to the current trends of 

mobile applications, how these technologies have evolved to fulfil the requirements of 

cross-platform development, and existing work on this subject: (Dhillon 2012, 32-54), 

(Öberg 2015, 19-44), (Ferreira et al. 2018), (Ahti, Hyrynsalmi and Nevalainen 2016); 

they analyze the mobile development ecosystem and carry out qualitative and 

quantitative comparison between several cross-platform tools and native development. 

Furthermore, they have written proof-of-concept applications, compared the 

development experience, and made performance tests regarding resource usage, 

processing capacity, data management and user experience. 

The comparison aspects can be divided into four main parts: 

1. The internals and in-depth overview of how they work to analyze the possible 

capabilities or limitations of the resulting applications, such as their licenses, 64-

bit compatibility, background execution, etc. 

2. The features that have an influence on the development itself: documentation, 

support, programming language, etc. 

3. Checking their capabilities of accessing the underlying platform. 

4. A quantitative analysis of the performance and behaviour under common 

workflows in mobile applications. 

Concretely, the Bluetooth communication interface, the GPS, and the camera are the 

hardware features under test: it is analyzed what sort of methodologies these libraries 
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use to access the platform API (Application Programming Interface) and what is their 

current stage of development.  

Objective measurements are taken to determine a performance comparison based on 

these features. An Android device is used to test the applications, therefore, the tools for 

testing in this platform are presented and used to show how is the testing workflow. 
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2. MOBILE APPLICATION 

DEVELOPMENT 

Mobile applications development denotes the process of building programs for mobile 

devices, namely, smartphones and tablets. To give some context and to understand the 

measurement of the importance of these devices, some statistics are as follows. 

According to IDC consultancy, there were 2.3 billion smartphone users worldwide 

(Statista 2016) and companies shipped a total of 1.46 billion devices in 2017, of which 

85% run on Android platform (Google), 14.7% on iOS (Apple), and the remaining 0.3% 

on others, in the first quarter of 2017 (IDC 2017).  

As of December 2017, Android’s apps market (Google play) has around 3,500,000 

applications, whereas iOS’ Apple store has approximately 2,050,000 available, 

forecasting a revenue of the applications industry of 105.9 billion of dollars in 2021 

only in U.S. (Statista 2018). 

All this data shows the relevance of mobile development in today’s digital society, in 

fact, mobile developers are expected to reach 14 million by 2020 (Evans Data 

Corporation 2018). 

Android and iOS platforms undoubtedly dominate the mobile industry, with a 98.71% 

share quota of the market (NetMarketShare 2018), providing their own ecosystem to 

offer content, and to develop and release applications and services. On the contrary, the 

next platform in the list was Windows Phone, which was the solution of Microsoft for 

mobile software; however, its support ended in July 2017, as it had approximated 0.15% 

of market share, and to foster Windows 10 Mobile, which has now a negligible number 

of users according to NetMarketShare (NetMarketShare 2018). This new mobile 

operating system is based on UWP (Universal Windows Platform), an extension of the 

Windows Runtime, introduced along with Windows 10 OS, to share the code among the 

different platforms of the Windows ecosystem. 
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Due to the current state of the market, this work will focus on the two leading platforms: 

Android and iOS. 

 

Figure 1. Universal Windows Platform. Source: (Microsoft) 

2.1. NEW APPROACHES 

In recent years, new technologies have emerged to fulfil the needs of projects that do 

not have the resources or the requirements to develop and maintain applications for 

different platforms, namely Android and iOS (Latif, et al. 2016), (Bernardes and 

Miyake 2016).  

According to the freelancers hiring company Upwork (Wodehouse 2017), an Android 

or iOS developer can earn from 15 to 100 dollars per hour. Furthermore, R-Style lab 

software development company estimates an average cost from 15 thousand for small 

applications to 100 thousand for a game (Klubnikin 2017), whereas Gigster, for 

example, offers products from 150 to 500 thousand dollars (Gigster 2018).  

Deciding to develop a native application can lead to higher costs and longer time 

expenditure, and may not be the right solution according to the requirements of a 

business, concretely, if the mobile application is not the product itself, but only adds 

business value as a service (Khan 2014). 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/universal-application-platform-guide
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Cross-platform technologies offer the following features: 

• They use only one environment and a programming language that targets all the 

platforms, syncing the application in all of them. 

• Using a single shared code base can ease the development of business logic and 

maintenance. 

On the other hand, they also have their drawbacks: 

• It is more difficult to achieve a fluent native experience in every platform. 

• The performance can be reduced since a layer is added in the stack between the 

application and the device. 

• To access the specific-platform features and the underlying hardware of a 

device, and to integrate them in an application, is more complex and can make 

certain aspects of development difficult. 

• Their immaturity and lack of standards among practitioners hinder the 

organization of developing teams. 

Proof of this new tendency is the interest of the leading information technology 

companies in developing their own cross-platform frameworks, namely, Flutter 

(Google), React Native (Facebook) and Xamarin (Microsoft). 

2.2. TECHNOLOGIES 

Presently, the mobile development ecosystem is composed of a wide spectrum of 

solutions, as depicted in the following graph (it must be noted that there is no agreement 

on the names, they have been chosen according to their usage by the community of 

developers) (Rinaldi 2016): 
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Figure 2. Applications development approaches. Source: (Rinaldi 2016) 

2.2.1. WEB 

In this case, a website is developed taking into consideration that is going to be used by 

of the mobile device’s the web browser, that is, with a touch screen interface and 

different screen sizes. 

The main goal of this method is that web technologies skill set and codebase can be 

reused since the hardware and software capabilities of the specific platforms are not 

used. 

Here, there exists a distinction between responsive and adaptive design, and Progressive 

Web Apps (PWA): 

• Responsive and Adaptive design, although slightly different, attempt to optimize 

the user experience across different devices, adjusting for different viewport 

sizes, resolutions and usage contexts. 

• PWA is a software development technology, introduced by Google in 2017, 

whereby a webpage, taking advantage of the advances of browsers and web 

technologies, can behave as a mobile app in a device. However, the browser 

technologies behind progressive web apps are not supported on iOS, so the will 

have a normal functioning on those devices (Google 2017). 

2.2.2. HYBRID 

This term is commonly used to refer to those applications built within a WebView, a 

native interface that renders web content in an application. They are developed with 

web technologies (HTML5, CSS and JavaScript), and embedded in a native wrapper 

that provides access to the native resources of a device (GPS, camera...) directly from 

JavaScript, thank foreign function interfaces written in the specific operating system 

native code. 
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Figure 3. Hybrid mobile application architecture. Source: (Leler 2017) 

These layers between the application and the hardware incur in a decrease of 

performance, and a native user experience is difficult to achieve. However, as they are 

based on the same technologies as web development, these issues may be offset by web 

skill set reuse and the ability to target multiple mobile platforms with a single code 

base. 

Several tools exist to develop this kind of applications; however, the most used ones are 

the following: 

Apache Cordova 

Open-source project currently maintained by the Apache Software Foundation and, 

therefore it will be continuing existing as long as its user community is active.  It 

provides the native wrapper that establishes the communication between native APIs 

and the WebView with a plug-in architecture. 

According to AppBrain, Cordova takes up 7.04% applications and 1.19% installs of the 

entire android market, standing out in the business market, in which it holds the 18.69% 

of the market share (Appbrain 2018). Some use cases are Just Watch or Logitech 

Squeezebox™ Controller applications (Apache Software Foundation 2018). 
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At the time of writing, new Apache Cordova’s plugins were daily added or updated, 

which shows an active community. 

Ionic 

Open-source framework created by the company with the same name and licensed 

under the MIT license. Its first stable version release was in May 2015 and it is built on 

top of Apache Cordova, which combines AngularJS with its own UI library to provide a 

collection of components that mimic the native look, feel and functionality of each 

mobile platform. It also allows for creating PWAs. The McDonald’s application in 

Turkey or Diesel clothing company application are built with this framework (Ionic 

2018). 

According to AppBrain, it holds a 1.97% of the overall Android’s market and, at the 

time of writing, its GitHub profile has 33,465 stars, 261 contributors and commits every 

weekend (AppBrain 2018). 

2.2.3. JAVASCRIPT NATIVE 

These apps also share the same codebase for the various targeted devices, but with a 

core difference: instead of building a web page, a template language is used to build the 

graphical user interface which, afterwards, is rendered with native widgets (Original 

Equipment Manufacturer) of the target platforms, that is, they control the rendering on 

the screen. 

 

Figure 4. JavaScript-based mobile applications architecture. Source: (Leler 2017) 
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The main platforms for developing this kind of applications are React Native and 

NativeScript. 

React Native 

It is a JavaScript framework introduced by Facebook in 2015 and based on its library 

React. It uses native components as building blocks and the architecture and workflow 

of React library, also developed by the same company. 

At the time of writing, its repository in GitHub has 60,666 starts and 1,618 contributors, 

and high-demand applications such as Facebook, Instagram and Airbnb have been 

developed with it (Facebook 2018). 

NativeScript 

It is a JavaScript tool developed by Telerik based on AngularJS library. The main 

difference between with respect to the previous one, apart from the programming 

language and architectures, is their goal: whereas NativeScript is attempting to manage 

the UI in a transparent and repeatable way between the multiple platforms, React Native 

also supports the difference inherent in UI rendering. Examples of companies which 

have used this framework are SAP or Verizon (Progress Software Corporation 2018). 

2.2.4. CROSS-COMPILED 

Applications are written in a base programming language and then compiled into native 

code for each supported mobile platform. 

The main solutions in this category are Xamarin and Flutter. 

Xamarin 

It was developed by Xamarin and, afterwards, bought by Microsoft in 2016, which is 

now maintaining it. It offers a single language - C#, class library, and runtime that 

works across all three mobile platforms (Android, iOS and Windows Phone), compiling 

native applications. 
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Several use cases developed with this platform exist in the market, such as FOX Sports 

or Alaska Airlines application (Microsoft 2018). 

Flutter 

It is the recent Google’s mobile UI framework to develop native cross-platform 

interfaces. Its programming language is Dart, also created by Google, and its first 

release preview version was released in June of 2018. The most representative showcase 

for this, at the time of writing, is the Hamilton musical’s application (Google 2018). 

2.2.5. NATIVE 

Native development involves using the Android’s or iOS’ Software Development Kit 

(SDK), i.e., to code with their own tools, programming language and APIs and thus, it 

only works in its respective platform. They are compiled to machine code so that they 

can interact with and take advantage of the operating system features, that is, to use 

device-specific hardware and software. 

Android is an operating system, developed and maintained by Google, based on a 

modified version of the Linux kernel. Applications can be written in Java or in Kotlin 

using the Android SDK (Google 2018).  

iOS is the other main mobile operating system, developed by Apple Inc., exclusively for 

its hardware. It is based on UNIX, and applications can be written in Swift or Objective-

C (Apple Inc. 2018). 

 

Figure 5. Native mobile application architecture. Source: (Leler 2017)  
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2.3. RELATED WORK 

With the rise of cross-platform frameworks, research has been carried out to analyze 

and compare them, however, both these technologies and smartphones capacities evolve 

so fast that the results quickly become outdated. (Bernardes and Miyake 2016) analyses 

holistically the various technologies available for developing cross-platform 

applications; (Latif, et al. 2016) and (Pazirandeh and Vorobyeva 2013) describe the 

different approaches to developing a mobile application from a more technical point of 

view; (Rawassizadeh 2009) identifies the key mobile resources the applications use and 

describes a monitoring tool to measure utilization, such as CPU, memory, battery, disk 

and network usage. 

This dissertation can be seen as an update of all of this work due to the following 

reasons: 

• The release of new frameworks has changed the ecosystem. 

• The tools used in this dissertation have not yet been thoroughly compared. 

• Tools to monitor the performance have evolved too, offering new opportunities 

for benchmarking. 
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2.4. SUMMARY 

To choose one of the various options will depend greatly on the project’s requirements, 

and it will significantly influence the workflow, time, costs, and results. Some issues 

that should be taken into account are: 

• The skill set of the current development team. Selecting one technology 

may involve new personnel or taking time to learn it. 

• Potential users. Developing and maintaining different applications for each 

platform can be costly and time-consuming. How much value the mobile 

application adds should be considered. 

• To reuse existing code can be an option to increase the revenue of the 

project. 

• Support. Native platforms are more likely to be supported given their 

market share whereas non-native ones are significantly influenced by the 

community and market trends. 

• Although cross-platform frameworks stand out for code reuse, 

inconsistencies may arise from the behavior of the platform-specific code, 

for example, the set of permissions are different, so it will imply writing 

different logic for each platform. 

This dissertation will focus on JavaScript and cross-compiled solutions given today's 

trends, concretely, React Native, Xamarin and Flutter, which will be discussed in the 

following chapters. 
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3. REACT NATIVE 

React Native was created, and is currently being developed, by Facebook. It is based on 

its web framework React, which is nowadays one of the most used front-end libraries, 

according to Stack Overflow Survey (Stack Exchange 2017). It allows the developers to 

create applications with a single source base code targeting both main platforms of 

today’s market: Android and iOS. 

Its main target is to create applications with native experience, that is, its interface and 

usability feel the same as it had been developed with the native APIs. 

First, React will be discussed and afterwards, the workflow of a project based on React 

Native will be explained. 

3.1. REACT 

React is a JavaScript library to create user interfaces. These are its core concepts, which 

are needed to understand how React Native works (Facebook 2018): 

COMPONENT STRUCTURE 

First, the difference between declarative and imperative programming should be 

clarified: the first describes the logic of a program by means of in which states it should 

be, whereas the second one defines the control flow to achieve those states. 

React has a structure based on components, which are characterized by the following: 

• State. The state of a component is the data that changes during the runtime and 

influences its behavior. For example, the input of the user in a Text input is part 

of its state. Components can be stateless, that is, they do not have state and work 

as pure functions: given the same input, they will render the same output.  
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• Props. It is the attributes object with which a parent can describe a child. For 

example, a component can render a child which contains a text defined in its 

props. 

• Lifecycle. The component goes through different stages: its initialization with its 

props and state, and its addition to the user interface hierarchy tree (mounting). 

Moreover, Whenever the props or the state of a component change, it will 

compute again the output and re-draw itself. Each component has predefined 

functions to change its behavior through these phases. 

• Render function. This function holds the logic of the appearance of a component 

based on its state and props. React embeds XML syntax code into JavaScript 

code to define the user interface: HTML tags and other components are used in 

this function following this syntax.  

The DOM (Document Object Model) is a tree-structured abstraction of a page’s HTML 

content which allows its manipulation with an API. React components are coded in a 

declarative way, that is, it does not foster the direct manipulation of the, it is React that 

holds the responsibility of, whenever their state or properties changed, updating the 

view. 

These components are, in fact, functions: given their state and properties (inputs), they 

describe their appearance (output). The user interface is made by a hierarchy of 

components, in which each component depends exclusively on its parent and its own 

internal state to model its view.  

UNIDIRECTIONAL DATA FLOW 

Data binding is the process that establishes a connection between the application UI and 

business logic. 

React handles the data and user’s input with what is called one-way data binding: the 

user’s interactions do not manipulate the state directly: they will trigger an event in the 

child components that will propagate up through the tree, by calling functions defined in 
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the components’ properties, that will lead to an update of the view. This update involves 

the data to be passed from the parents to its children in a top-down manner. 

 

Figure 6. One-way data flow in React. Source: (Morales 2016) 

RECONCILIATION 

The direct manipulation of the DOM is inefficient as it was intended for static pages 

rendered in a server: a change on one node will lead to a re-rendering of the whole tree. 

React is based on the usage of a Virtual DOM, which is an abstraction of the DOM and 

detached from the browser. React saves it in memory and uses it to detect if there has 

been a change with respect to the DOM using a difference algorithm, a process called 

reconciliation. Therefore, the application can go from a previous state to the new state 

translating this change into a set of DOM operations, only re-rendering the modified 

content and thus, optimizing the process of updating the view. The DOM is one of the 

rendering environments React can render to; in the case of React Native, the 

reconciliation also applies but the rendering is done on mobile devices. 

 

Figure 7. React and React Native Virtual DOM. Source: (Jiyinyiyong 2017) 
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FLUX 

React lets you describe the user interface as a function of the state of the components. 

To manage this state, as the application grows and gets more complex, is harder to 

achieve given the tight coupling between user interactions and state changes. For that 

reason, Facebook developed Flux, a design pattern based on the observer pattern, for 

React. 

Flux is composed of three major parts: the dispatcher, the store and the view, arranged 

as unidirectional data flow: 

 

Figure 8. Flux data flow. Source: (Facebook 2018) 

User interactions generate actions that are sent to a specific store through a central 

dispatcher. These stores hold the state and the logic, instead of components, and are 

responsible for keeping the state consistent according to the actions received and for 

emitting a change event. Views are listening to these events, and they re-render and 

propagate the data through the tree obtained from the store, so that the parts remain 

decoupled. 

There are several implementations of this pattern, such as the Facebook’s library, which 

code was opened to the community, or Redux, which is being one of the most accepted 

among developers. 

3.2. INTERNALS 

React Native provides the developer with two main tools: user interface components for 

mobile applications, such as a list or a date picker; and APIs for accessing some 

operating system functionalities, like local storage or gesture handlers. 
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First, it should be clarified that the application execution is based on two environments 

(and threads): the native side (Java in Android and Objective-c/Swift in iOS), which 

holds the responsibility of rendering and manipulating the views, and the JavaScript 

side, which describes the logic and the user interface. 

The process between running a React Native application and its execution in a device is 

described in the following graph: 

 

Figure 9. React Native build process schematic. Source: (Zagallo 2016) 

First, React Native has the following core threads: 

• Main thread. It is the default thread and deals with the native user interface. 

• Shadow queue. It holds the responsibility of the layout properties computation. 

• Each native module has its own thread in iOS, whereas in Android they share a 

thread pool. 

• JavaScript thread. Runs the JavaScript code in the JavaScript Virtual Machine. 
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Once the application is running, three parallel processes start, each one in a separate 

thread: 

• The load of the JavaScript bundle, which is created out of all the code and its 

dependencies. 

• The load of the native modules like networking, local storage or custom modules 

needed for the application. 

• A new instance of the JavaScript Virtual Machine is created, and it provides all 

the native hooks of React Native. 

The JSON configuration is the execution environment and contains an array of the 

needed modules, so that when a module’s method is called, JavaScript will create the 

object at runtime that will then call the respective native code through a bridge, which 

knows how to translate JavaScript calls to platform-specific API calls. 

Afterwards, the JavaScript code is executed in the virtual machine, that is, all the 

functions, scripts, and configuration parameters will be loaded for the computation of 

the layout, which determines the position and size of the components according to a set 

of rules (constraints). 

Regarding user interactions (events), they will be sent to the native module that 

dispatches all the events. Then, JavaScript code will be called, and all the process is 

repeated. 

This process of the computation of the layout is further described below: 

FROM CODE TO NATIVE RENDERING 

JavaScript code communicates with the native side through a bridge (explained in the 

following section) by means of a message passing system with a component called the 

UI Manager. Messages are handled by the message queue, which processes 

asynchronous events in a single-thread execution model (Sjölander 2017). 

When a React Native project is running, the following steps occur whenever there is an 

event or change in the application: 
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1. The code runs through React, that is, the reconciliation process is carried out, 

resulting in the difference between the actual state and previous state of the 

application. In the first run there is not any view, therefore, the difference is the 

whole view. 

 

2. This difference is modelled as UI Manager imperative commands (messages). 

 

3. These messages are sent to build a shadow tree iteratively, which is a 

representation of the UI that is mutable on the native side (as the DOM for web). 

For that end, the View Manager interface, which exists for each kind of 

primitive type of React Native, translates from UI Manager commands to 

shadow nodes (for example, a text input view). If a developer has a custom view 

in native code, a view manager must be implemented to bind from JavaScript to 

native view component on the platform. 

 

4. Yoga is a layout engine which implements a subset of CSS optimized for mobile 

platforms, and which is responsible for calculating the precise properties of the 

views in the device’s screen. For each shadow node, a Yoga node is created, 

which communicates with the specific-platform native code (Java for Android or 

Swift for iOS), and creates the user interface in the device. 

BRIDGING. THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN JAVASCRIPT AND 

NATIVE CODE 

As it has been explained before, the execution of React is based on threads, some of 

them run on the native side (main, shadow queue and native module threads), whereas 

the JavaScript thread runs over the JavaScript Virtual Machine. JavaScript has a 

dynamic behavior, that is, it can create functions, variables, and in general, code, during 

runtime, that is why the communication between both sides is done by means of a 

bridge (Rayzis 2017). 
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Figure 10. Bridging in React Native. Source: (Rayzis 2017) 

This communication is done with context switches, the process involved when a thread 

stores its state so that its execution can be resumed later. This allows React Native to 

use native widgets, that is, to render the platform-specific native user interfaces 

components of Android and iOS. 

All the information from the native side, such as the user interaction, creating views, or 

network requests go through the bridge where the JavaScript side reacts to that 

information. Bridging is a message passing system based and all communication across 

the bride is asynchronous, the messages are serialized, and updates are batched to 

improve performance. 

Native modules allow the developer to access the API of the underlying platform, that 

is, the means of write native code and access it with JavaScript. The main difference 

between native modules and user interface components is that the former does not 

render any interface, it just exports methods and constants. An example of the 

integration of both could be a video player, which, in addition to the player interface 

exports play and pause functions. 

In the previous section, in which the computation of the layout is described, the View 

Manager was introduced, which is responsible for creating user interface components. 
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This is the communication flow between a native UI component and the JavaScript 

code: 

 

Figure 11. Native user interface component in React Native. Source: (Rayzis 2017) 

Whereas this is the case for a native module, in which the View Manager is not 

involved as there is not view:  

 

Figure 12. Native Module component in React Native. Source: (Rayzis 2017) 
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Bridging is not only a core concept of React Native but also the tool to develop with 

native code within React Native when cross-platform features are not enough. A project 

will need a custom bridge when: 

• A third-party SDK integration is needed. 

• High performance is a must, for example, when video processing is needed. 

• React Native is integrated into an existing project or with existing custom 

modules. 

• Access to the platform API (hardware of the device) is needed. 

Both realms are computationally fast in their own environment, but the performance 

bottleneck appears when using this bridge. That is why React has the concept of virtual 

DOM, to optimize the quantity of data over the bridge. This is a feature that is very 

important to take into account when designing the logic of an application: for example, 

user interactions occur in the native side, but the logic of the output is in the JavaScript 

environment so a communication over the bridge is needed; if this interaction includes 

an animation or anything that involves a high-frequency new rendering of the view, this 

will cause a high amount of data communication over the bridge if it is not properly 

designed. 

Once the internals of React Native has been covered, the development of a project using 

this tool is going to be described in the following sections. 

3.3. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

React Native has some dependencies and starting configurations, such as React or Babel 

before start developing with it. Moreover, Expo is a framework developed by the 

company of the same name, built on top of React Native, which provides UI 

components, services, such as Push notifications, and libraries to access the device’s 

system functionalities (camera, GPS), with cross-platform code. 

During development, in the developer’s computer, React Native or Expo run the 

JavaScript code and serve it over a WebSocket, so that the application fetches the 

bundle and executes it. At the same time, the application is also running the native code 

according to the platform it is running on. 
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There are three types of environment regarding how the code files are arranged and 

whether Expo is used or not: 

Expo project. It is set up with the Expo Command Line Interface and sets the 

environment so that it is already ready for coding, fundamentally with Expo library. 

This framework holds the responsibility of building the JavaScript code and serving it. 

React Native with ExpoKit. Create React Native App is a script provided by Facebook 

that sets the workspace with Facebook’s principles, but is also based on Expo. It is 

possible to “eject” it so that Expo is only an additional library and React Native is the 

tool that builds the project. 

React Native without ExpoKit. It is created with the React Native Command Line 

Interface and creates a basic React Native project without any additional tools. 

In the first two environments, custom native modules and open source components 

cannot be included: it saves work in relation to configuration, but the project is limited 

to the Expo library, and components and APIs provided by React Native. 

The third option implies to manually configure the development and simulation 

environment, that is, all the dependencies to build React Native applications on 

platform-specific environments (Android Studio, XCode). 

All of them have been tested and the last approach has been chosen since the first two, 

although quicker and easier, are less flexible; furthermore, at the time of writing, most 

functionalities offered by Expo can be obtained with community-developed 

components. The project will be very dependent upon the community of developers and 

it can be argued that Expo project may have a more stable maintenance, however, after 

testing some hardware functionalities, Expo still lacks certain features, such as a 

Bluetooth API. 

With this approach, the specific-platform tools (Android Studio, XCode) are needed to 

compile the application, while React Native is serving the JavaScript code. 
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In principle, an integrated development environment (IDE) is not needed to start coding, 

any code editor can be used. 

3.4. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

A new React Native project contains 3 folders: node_modules, in which the external 

JavaScript libraries can be found, and android and ios, which hold the Android and iOS 

projects respectively, in which the JavaScript code will be embedded. These projects are 

common native applications, that is, can be edited, compiled and deployed with the 

native tools of each platform. All the specific-platform code or configuration is 

developed under these folders. 

Among the files the project starts with, the most important ones are package.json and 

App.js: the former specifies the dependencies (and their versions) of the project, the 

latter is the root of the hierarchy of the user interface, i.e., the parent of all other 

components. 

As it has been already explained, React Native applications run on top of two “realms”: 

native platform and JavaScript code. In development stages, the latter is executed by the 

development environment (computer of the developer) and served in real time to the 

former. The project is preconfigured so that it can be reloaded automatically, that is, 

whenever a file is changed, the environment will serve the change JavaScript logic so 

that there is no need of compiling the application, increasing the speed of development. 

Native modules components can be shared among the community, that means that any 

React Native project can take advantage of a component or library published by another 

developer.  

React Native is based on React library and their workflow are very alike, however, it 

does not use HTML tags, but components provided by React Native or defined by the 

developer. The style in the components is defined in a JavaScript object that follows the 

name convention of CSS on the web, and the flexbox algorithm works too. 
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3.5. DEBUGGING 

React Native offers some functionalities that ease and speeds up the debugging process: 

• Automatic reloading (Live reload and Hot reload). 

• React components inspection of hierarchy and parameters. 

• Performance monitor. 

Moreover, the application can be tested in both real devices and simulated devices: 

• Real devices. Some configuration is needed and it depends on the environment 

(Expo or React Native); moreover, in case of testing on an iOS device, a Mac is 

required. 

• Simulated devices. In this case, only projects based solely on React Native 

environment can be compiled against a virtual device, which must be configured 

with the platform-specific IDE. 

A React Native solution encompasses three different projects: JavaScript, Android, and 

iOS; therefore, to debug them (breakpoints, runtime variable inspection...), different 

tools are needed.  

Native code, that is, pure Android and iOS logic, is debugged with their IDEs (Android 

Studio and XCode), which include all the tools to build and analyze specific-platform 

code. 

On the contrary, JavaScript logic can be analyzed with the following options: 

• React Native tools. 

• Google Chrome as a remote debugger, which allows to set breakpoints, analyze 

the network activity, events analysis... 

• Nuclide. Plugin for Atom text editor that enriches it by adding a collection of 

IDE-like features. Only Mac and Linux OS are supported. 
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A Windows 10 laptop and an Android smartphone are used to develop this dissertation; 

therefore, Google Chrome is used as a debugger of JavaScript and Android Studio for 

native code. 

3.6. TESTING 

React Native ships with Jest library, which is used at Facebook to test components in 

both React and React Native applications, although it can be used to test any JavaScript 

framework. It lets the developer to: 

• Assert values 

• Snapshot testing. A reference state of a component is stored, and then, its current 

state and the reference are compared along the execution of the application. 

• Asynchronous functionality testing. 

• Mock states and simulate events, such as touches 

Moreover, React Native does not also involve JavaScript code; integration tests, 

specific-platform (Android and iOS devices), and end-to-end tests need to be carried out 

to shape a high-quality product. 
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4.  XAMARIN 

Xamarin is a framework for developing cross-platform mobile applications bought and 

currently developed by Microsoft. It targets Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and 

it uses C#, a programming language developed by the same company. Its runtime is 

based on the .NET framework, the common developer framework for Microsoft’s 

technologies, applications and services. 

To access device-specific capabilities, Xamarin provides a plugin ecosystem, like React 

Native components. Therefore, the community can build reusable code and share it. 

4.1. INTERNALS 

Applications based on Microsoft’s technologies run on top of the .NET Framework, a 

development platform that provides a collection of APIs and a runtime environment. 

This environment is called Common Language Runtime (CLR) virtual machine, a term 

coined by Microsoft to refer to the application-level virtualization used to perform 

platform-independent operations (cf. Java Virtual Machine). This environment enhances 

the portability as it is an abstraction layer between the different available languages 

supported, such as C# or Visual Basic, and the hardware on which the application is 

running (Torre 2016). 

.NET Framework is a Windows-only runtime environment. Xamarin platform runs on 

top of Mono, an open source implementation of .NET to provide compatibility in other 

platforms: it allows developers allows C# developers to write cross-platform code 

targeting Windows, macOS, Linux, Android, and iOS. The following image shows the 

current .NET ecosystem and how Xamarin plays a part in it: 
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Figure 13. .NET Ecosystem.  Source: (Torre 2016) 

C# code is compiled to an intermediate representation called Microsoft Intermediate 

Language (MSIL), which does not depend upon the operating system or the target 

processor. Its translation into machine code for the specific processor can be done at 

different points in time (Microsoft 2018): 

• Just-in-Time (JIT).  It is compiled in memory during the execution as it is 

running. 

• Ahead-of-Time (AOT). The compilation is carried out before execution and 

stored within the application bundle. 

At this point, two different types of code play a role: managed code (MSIL), whose 

execution is carried out by the Mono runtime, and native code, which runs on the 

specific platform (Objective-C runtime or Android runtime). In the case of virtual 

devices, the .NET Common Language Runtime compiles the MSIL using a Just in Time 

(JIT) compiler into native code. 

The process of compilation differs among platforms. Although Xamarin can target 

Windows, Android and iOS, due to their market share, only the last two are explained. 

IOS 

A Mac computer with macOS as the operating system is needed for compilation. Due to 

a security restriction on iOS, which does not allow programs to generate code at runtime 

on a physical device, Ahead of Time (AOT) compilation is used to produce native iOS 
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binary (ARM assembly language), including the used .NET framework classes. It runs 

side-by-side with the Objective-C Runtime on top of a UNIX-like kernel. These two 

ecosystems expose the APIs for the developer to access the underlying system and 

communicate by means of bindings, which allows using the native iOS’ APIs by 

Xamarin (Microsoft 2018). 

 

Figure 14. iOS Binding. Source: (Microsoft 2018)  

ANDROID 

In this case, the Mono environment runs side-by-side with the Android Runtime. Both 

environments expose APIs as well and communicate with Managed Callable Wrappers 

(MCW) and Android Callable Wrappers (ACW), as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 15. Android Binding. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

Java Native Interface (JNI) is a standard programming interface which allows Java code 

and the underlying system to interact between them native functions of the underlying 

system 
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Android Callable Wrappers are a JNI Bridge that enables Android runtime to call 

managed code, whereas Managed Callable Wrappers lets managed code call Android 

functionalities (Microsoft 2018). 

4.2. XAMARIN.FORMS 

When starting the development of a new mobile application, Xamarin creates different 

projects: one for the shared code and one for each target platform: Shared code, 

Xamarin.Android, Xamarin.iOS and a UWP application. Furthermore, there are two 

different approaches in Xamarin regarding the level of shared code: Xamarin and 

Xamarin.Forms. 

The first focuses on sharing the environment (programming language, runtime and 

libraries) and the business logic between platforms, but the user interface must still be 

developed for each platform. 

Furthermore, Xamarin.Forms adds an abstraction layer that also allows for the building 

of native UIs on each platform with a shared code base. The following image shows the 

architecture of both solutions (Microsoft 2018): 

 

Figure 16. Xamarin and Xamarin.Forms stacks. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

In this dissertation, cross-platform technologies are being compared, therefore the 

second option is chosen accordingly to this goal. 

In the following, the main characteristics and features to consider for building 

applications with Xamarin.Forms are described. 
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USER INTERFACE. XAML 

User interfaces can be created with only source code or together with XAML, a 

declarative markup language. Unlike React Native or Flutter, Xamarin opts for 

providing the option of clearly differentiate the logic and the graphical interface. It uses 

XML files with XAML syntax, and the behaviour is defined in a separate C# code file.  

Pages are the main unit, which correspond to Activities in Android and View 

Controllers in iOS, and which are mainly composed of Layouts and Views. 

DATA BINDING 

Whereas React Native recommends one-way-data-binding and Flux pattern, XAML 

provides several modes to link data between views and fosters the Model-View-

ViewModel (MVVM) architecture. Data bindings can be defined in code or in the 

XAML files, and they link properties between two objects: source and target. There are 

four binding models (Microsoft 2018): 

• Default. Set the default binding mode of a view. 

• TwoWay. Changes are propagated in both directions 

• OneWay. Data propagates only from source to target 

• OneWayToSource. Data propagates from target to source 

Each view has a default binding mode, for example, a text entry view is TwoWay by 

default, whereas a text label is OneWay. 

As a project grows, problems may arise due to the coupling between the user interface 

and the logic. The MVVM pattern is proposed to separate the layers of business logic, 

data presentation and user interface (Microsoft 2018): 
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Figure 17. Model-View-ModelView Pattern. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

The View is responsible for the how is the display of the screen, that is, layout and 

appearance properties. Typically, each view is a Page-derived class and it is defined in 

XAML. The ViewModel holds the logic of the data binding of the views and notifies 

them of state changes. The Model keeps the application’s data, i.e., business and 

validation logic, and the data model. 

DEPENDENCY SERVICE 

It allows the developer to call platform-specific functionalities. Broadly speaking, the 

developer can define interfaces and provide an implementation in every specific target 

platform. These interfaces are called from the shared code base; therefore, the cross-

platform principle remains (Microsoft 2018). 

 

Figure 18. Xamarin Dependency Service. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 
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4.3. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Xamarin is integrated into the Microsoft’s Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

Visual Studio. It is nearly 4 GB but includes almost everything needed to code, debug 

and compile the solution. It also includes tools that ease the creation of native views in 

each platform. 

Xamarin does not need more configuration, it should work out-of-the-box. To test the 

application in an Apple device, a Mac would be needed to compile the code. 

Regarding the workflow, as C# is a compiled language, every time there is a change in 

the code, the project must be compiled again to test it. Microsoft offers an application 

called Xamarin Live Player to provide capabilities of continuously running and live 

reloading, however, at the time of writing, it only allows to reload user interfaces, 

therefore it is not used in this work. 

4.4. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

The first decision when starting a new project is the method for sharing code. There are 

two: Shared Projects and .NET Standard libraries (Microsoft 2018). 

In the first one, the shared code project is compiled as part of the various projects (target 

platforms) and can include compiler directives to enable or disable parts of the logic in 

each platform. 

 

Figure 19. Shared Projects (Xamarin). Source: (Microsoft 2018) 
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.NET Standard Library is an API available in all .NET runtimes, not only in Xamarin. 

This approach fosters their use so that the code can be shared among the entire 

Microsoft ecosystem. In this case, the shared code is compiled as a library which will be 

accessed by the platform projects. 

 

Figure 20. .NET Standard Library (Xamarin). Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

The latter has been chosen for this dissertation as it fosters the use of cross-platform 

code. 

Moreover, as with React Native, when a specific-platform functionality is required 

(namely accessing the hardware capabilities of a device) there are two main approaches: 

to implement the functionality in every target platform or, in case it exists, to use a 

plugin. 

Xamarin allows for the addition of functionality to the application by means of plugins, 

which are community-built packages and components that add cross-platform 

functionality with a common API. It must be noted that Xamarin does not provide 

official support for them. In case there is more than one plugin available for the same 

functionality, the project with the highest number of stars in its GitHub repository is 

chosen for this work. 
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4.5. TESTING 

Xamarin offers three modalities of testing: 

• Unit Tests in Xamarin.iOS, which allows for the assertion of the components’ 

characteristics of the application. 

• .NET testing tools for C# logic. 

• Automated testing thanks to Visual Studio App Center. 

• Xamarin Profiler, a tool to analyze the application, and to collect relevant data, 

while running. Must be noted that a subscription is needed to use this tool. 

Visual Studio App Center brings together several useful tools for mobile applications 

developers such as continuous integration and delivery, remote building, push 

notifications, and testing on real devices. Must be noted that these tools work for 

multiple platforms including, for example, React Native. 
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5. FLUTTER 

Google was the last one joining the cross-platform development market with its open-

source mobile application development SDK Flutter. Its initial release was in May 2017 

and, at the time of writing, it is in first release preview version, and planning the official 

release for the next year. In its official documentation, Google defines Flutter as “a 

mobile app SDK for building high-performance, high-fidelity, apps for iOS and 

Android, from a single codebase, whose goal is to enable developers to deliver high-

performance apps that feel natural on different platforms” (Google 2018).   

There are already well-known companies prototyping, or even integrating, this 

framework with their applications, such as the Chinese conglomerate Alibaba or 

Groupon (Google 2018). 

Flutter applications are written in Dart, and it runs on the Dart Virtual Machine (VM), 

which work directly on the source code directly (not bytecode based); it supports both 

JIT compilation during development, which allows for fast development cycle (hot 

reload), and AOT for production builds, which brings the application a faster startup 

and predictable performance. 

5.1. INTERNALS 

The flutter system architecture is layered, as depicted in the following image: 

 

Figure 21. Flutter System Architecture. Source: (Google 2018) 
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This layered arrangement enables customization, that is, every part of the framework 

(green layers) can be rewritten by the developer to achieve a specific functionality. 

The Engine is the runtime, and it is built with C++ code. It uses Skia as the 2D graphics 

rendering library, and Dart core API. It exposes the library dart:ui, which has the raw 

APIs, such as Text layout API, which talks to the underlying platforms. It computes the 

precise coordinates (padding, width…) of each element on the canvas and which of 

them must be updated after an interaction. Developers might interact directly with this 

layer if they need a specific abstraction layer, for example, in the development of a 

game, which has very precise requirements (Hickson 2016). 

Rendering. It is an abstraction layout that holds the responsibility of building the view 

as a tree of object nodes, and it updates it whenever a change occurs (like the web 

DOM, or Android’s View Hierarchy). The rendering consists of three steps: layout 

computation, which is about positioning and sizing the elements on the screen, painting, 

which is figuring out how those elements look like, and compositing, which stacks these 

elements together in draw order so that they can be composed on the screen as one thing 

(Barth 2016). 

The Material/Cupertino layer uses the widgets layer’s composition primitives to 

implement a set of predefined design controls that follow the platform-specific 

guidelines. 

Widgets are one of the main concepts of Flutter, therefore, a section is dedicated to it. 

WIDGETS 

Flutter defines the layout differently: normally, the layout rules can be applied to every 

component; in contrast, in this SDK, each part of the user interface is declared as an 

immutable widget, the basic block of a Flutter-based application, and each widget has 

its own different layout model. Thus, not only user interface elements, such as text or 

image views are widgets, but common structural components in mobile applications 

such as padding, navigation and themes are considered widgets as well. They are built 

out of smaller ones forming a hierarchy based on composition that can be reused and 
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combined to make custom widgets. For example, to centre a text, a developer would 

wrap it in a Center widget (Google 2018). 

Widgets layer solves the problem of having to build and maintain the tree; instead of 

building a tree and dynamically mutating it, it creates a new tree of immutable widgets 

each time there is an update. It is a composition abstraction. Each class in the rendering 

layer has its corresponding class in the widgets layer, and it allows for creating reusable 

components from the composition of classes. Widgets describe the configuration of a 

render object, however, they are immutable, that is, if a widget’s property must change, 

a new one will be created with the new configuration. 

When the app starts, the widgets layer creates a parallel tree of elements objects that 

have a reference to their current widgets and their corresponding render objects 

instances (Hickson 2016): 

 

Figure 22. Example of widget tree (1). Source: (Hickson 2016) 

The widgets tree holds the configuration, whereas the render tree gets laid out and 

painted using the rendering layer. When there is a change in a widget, a whole new 

widget tree is created from the element tree references. 
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Figure 23. Example of widget tree (2). Source: (Hickson 2016) 

When an application gains complexity, this view tree gets more complicated too. This is 

the hierarchy of widgets of the use case, only focusing on the tests screen: 

 

Figure 24. Example hierarchy of Widgets in Flutter 

Flutter reduces the number of times to go through the tree and only repaints the specific 

parts that have changed with a difference algorithm, as in React Native. 
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PLATFORM-SPECIFIC CODE 

Flutter has also the concept of plugins to seamlessly access the hardware features of a 

device. It communicates with the platform through platform channels, an asynchronous 

message passing system. The developer can write native code and expose it as a 

message-based API, allowing to call native APIs and to receive the results. Its codec 

supports various serialized JSON-like data types, such as Booleans, numbers, Strings, 

lists and maps. 

The Flutter realm of the application (called client) sends a message to the host, that is, 

its platform context (Android or iOS). Then, the host call the native APIs defined in the 

message and sends back the response. 

 

Figure 25. Flutter platform channels. Source: (Google 2018) 

5.2. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

As in the other frameworks, Flutter requires its own SDK, and Android SDK and iOS 

SDK (only in macOS) to compile against their own platform. Moreover, it is released 

along with a command line interface; therefore, any text editor would be sufficient to 

write code, however, the possibility of integrating it in the platform-specific IDEs 
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(Android Studio and XCode) also exists to obtain all the features they provide. In any 

case, it offers the hot reload option, that is, the ability to reload the code of a live 

running app without restarting or losing the application state. 

A new project from scratch has four folders: Android code, iOS code, lib, where the 

cross-platform code (Dart) resides, and test, where the files regarding testing can be 

found. Moreover, the file pubspec.yaml holds the configuration of the application such 

as version, assets, dependencies… 

5.1. USER INTERFACE 

In order to increase the performance, Flutter does not use OEM (Original Equipment 

Manufacturer) widgets, that is, the user interface is not composed of the native widgets 

provided by the platform. In contrast, and as Dart is a compiled language, it does not 

need a bridge to communicate with the platform, but it builds and computes the views in 

its context and render them in a native canvas. To move this logic into the app, instead 

of delegate it to the platform, involves the application to be bigger, as it must hold this 

rendering logic as well. This has the advantage that the user interface will be coherent 

across both platforms and between different versions within a platform. 

It offers native-style widgets as well. They do not rely on the native rendering of them 

but only the style, therefore, if there is a platform update, these widgets will not collide 

with previous ones, as they are defined in the context of the app. 

This is coherent with the fact that Flutter’s target is not to achieve a native user 

experience, but to let the developer build custom user interfaces that are synced on all 

platforms, that is, it targets a common UI, not a cross-platform solution for all use cases. 

In contrast, the fact that Flutter controls the view makes difficult to embed Flutter code 

into existing applications. 
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Figure 26. Mobile applications architecture using Flutter. Source: (Leler 2017) 

5.2. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

Regarding the style, Flutter does not have a declarative markup language to describe the 

user interface: Dart is also used to define the layouts without any split among the code. 

This fosters the Hot Reload feature and productivity, as there is no switch of context 

when developing between logic and user interface. On the contrary, it should also be 

stated that mixing user interface and logic in the same code base can lead to bigger files 

and less understandable code. 

The concept of Widget can be related to Components in React: they can also keep their 

own state (StatefulWidget class) to handle user interaction. StatefulWidget instances are 

immutable, and they store their mutable state in instances of a State class, separating the 

widget’s state from its appearance. They are responsible for calling a setState() function 

to inform the application that the user interface should update. 

As in React, when a widget’s state changes, the framework compute the difference with 

respect to the previous one to determine the minimal changes needed in the underlying 

render tree to transition from one state to the next. Moreover, the state of a widget can 

be stored in the widget itself, its parent, or another object, depending on the 

requirements of the logic. 
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5.3. DEBUGGING AND TESTING 

Flutter CLI comes with a linting tool (Dart Analyzer), and a debugger and a profiler tool 

(Dart Observatory). Both tools run by default with the execution of the application. 

Each layer of the Flutter framework provides a function to dump information to the 

console, letting the developer carry out a deep analysis of the execution: layout and 

hierarchy issues in the rendering layer, current state in the widget’s layer… 

It also provides modules and tools for unit testing and widget testing, which run on a 

local Dart Virtual Machine. Furthermore, integration tests can be carried out as well 

with Flutter Driver: it connects to a running app in a real device or simulator, issues 

commands to it, and executes the test script on the developer’s computer. 
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6. USE CASE 

An application has been developed with these technologies to compare their features. 

This use case is focused on the hardware accessing capabilities, that is, to what extent 

these frameworks, which are an abstraction layer on the technology stack, can achieve 

the same results and can use the same features as with native code.  

The application has the following characteristics: 

• Connection with an IoT device with the Bluetooth technology. It can send a 

Bluetooth WRITE command and subscribe to a continuous stream of data with a 

NOTIFY command. 

• Obtain the geolocation of the device. 

• Camera access and high-demand computation using an Optical Character 

Recognition library. 

• Fetch a large data set from the Internet and present it in a list. 

• Carry out performance tests with time-consuming mathematical operations. 

The project started with the following versions: 

• Xamarin 

o Visual Studio 2017 

o Xamarin.Forms 2.5 

• React Native 55 

o React 16.3 

• Flutter v0.4.4 

However, during the development, several updates have been released and the code has 

been adapted. Moreover, the project’s code can be found in the public repository of this 
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dissertation in GitHub (https://github.com/AntonioAlfrz/Comparison-React-Native-

Xamarin-Flutter). 

Throughout the following sections, these features are described in detail: 

6.1. NETWORK REQUESTS AND LISTS 

To fetch a large set of data from the internet, and to present it as a list, is one of the most 

used components in a mobile application. The aim is to test how the frameworks behave 

regarding memory and user experience interacting with long lists. 

Randomuser API is used to generate random user data and to avoid biased results due to 

the network cache. The cells of the list render the profile image of the user and some 

text. 

Must be noted that these kinds of tests depend heavily on the data to be rendered, 

therefore the implementation is as basic as possible. 

 

Figure 27. Network request feature 

REACT NATIVE 

React Native provides the fetch API from Web technologies, an interface for retrieving 

resources asynchronously across the network with HTTP(S) requests. 

Moreover, this framework offers four list views: 

• FlatList. It stands out when displaying a high number of changing items, as it 

only renders the items that are currently on the screen. 
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• SectionList. FlatList with section support. 

• ScrollView. It renders all the items at once. 

• VirtualizedList. Basic implementation of a ListView that offers a higher 

flexibility. FlatList and SectionList are wrappers of this component. 

FlatList is chosen with custom cell views. The most common response format in 

RESTful services is JSON(JavaScript Object Notation), the native data format in 

JavaScript, therefore little processing of the data is needed to render it. 

XAMARIN 

.NET classes and libraries are available in Mono runtime, including network 

functionalities. 

Xamarin only offers one customizable ListView UI component. In this case, it has a 

property CachingStrategy that defines how this view will behave according to the 

dataset. It has three options: 

• RetainElement. It generates a cell for each item. Advisable when the cells have a 

strong coupling with the data. 

• RecycleElement. It recycles cells for several items to minimize memory 

footprint. 

• RecycleElementAndDataTemplate. RecycleElement strategy also recycles 

different data templates for different items. 

In this case, the second strategy is chosen as there are a high number of items to present. 

One implementation difference is that the JSON format needs some pre-processing in 

C#: to manipulate the data, C# classes that define the objects are needed. Apart from 

that, the code is slightly more verbose due to the different involved files (XAML for the 

layout and C# code for the logic). 
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FLUTTER 

Dart core includes an HTTP library to make network requests based on Futures, its 

approach for asynchronous programming. Moreover, as in Xamarin and C#, Dart needs 

to map the resulting JSON of a request to a Dart class to manipulate it. 

As explained in the Flutter’s section, every component of the UI is defined as a widget. 

It provides several of them that have the scrolling feature and/or represent their children 

as a list, however, there are two main widgets to define list views: CustomListView, 

which has a high degree of customization, and Listview, which inherits from the 

previous one and provides a shorthand for linear scrolling. 

In this case, ListView is chosen as a proof of concept as there is no need for a deeper 

configuration of the view. 

These are the resulting screens: 

 

Figure 28. React Native List View 

 

Figure 29. Flutter List View 

 

Figure 30. Xamarin.Forms List 

View 
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6.2. NAVIGATION 

The logic and transition between the different views of a mobile application are called 

Navigation. Each mobile platform has their own style guidelines and effects to provide 

the user with a different experience. 

 

Figure 31. Navigation experiences. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

This feature is one of the most challenging when developing a cross-platform 

application: as every manufacturer foster their own patterns, it is difficult to share a 

code base of the navigation logic. In this work, a tabbed navigation is used since both 

platforms offer this pattern, although with different styles (Android places the tabs at 

the top of the screen, whereas iOS does it at the bottom). 

REACT NATIVE 

At the time of writing this dissertation, only iOS native look navigation is offered along 

with the core features, however, if both platforms are targeted, the official 

documentation recommends several open source libraries that cover the most common 

uses cases. 

In this dissertation, React Navigation is used as a proof of concept because it has the 

highest number of stars in its GitHub profile. It is a basic solution that offers navigation 

through tabs or drawers.  
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XAMARIN 

Navigation throughout the views of the application is part of the Xamarin.Forms core 

features. It provides the most common patterns such as Master-Detail, Tabbed 

navigations, etc. 

FLUTTER 

It includes widgets that wrap the logic of the common patterns, such as tabbed views or 

drawer-based views. Furthermore, it also includes a widget (Navigator) that implements 

a stack (LIFO policy, last in, first out) to manage a set of child widgets. In flutter, the 

different screens of an application are called Routes, and it also provides subclasses, 

such as PopupRoute or ModalRoute to control the transition and their representation. 

The fact that this library does not use OEM widgets allows for implementing these 

patterns with the specific-platform style guidelines, for example, it provides both 

Material (Android) and Cupertino (iOS) styled tab views: 

 

Figure 32. Android style application 

 

Figure 33. iOS style application 
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6.3. GEOLOCATION 

In this section, a feature that continuous acquire the device’s location using its GPS is 

developed to test its performance and its battery consumption. 

REACT NATIVE 

There are three options depending on the requirements of the project: to use React 

Native Geolocation API, to use a community package, or to use Expo library. 

As a proof of concept, the first option is chosen. It is an extension of the Geolocation 

interface from web technologies included in the JavaScript environment. It offers a 

minimal functionality with few options of configuration and it does not work if the 

application is running in the background. It allows the developer to get the current 

position or to continuously track it with different level of resolution, (GPS for high 

resolution, Wi-Fi location for low resolution).  

XAMARIN 

Xamarin engineers develop and publish plugins which are not included yet in the core 

of Xamarin.Forms, including geolocation. It allows background execution, to listen to 

location change events, and reverse geocoding, that is, get a list of addresses based on 

coordinates. 

As of June 2018, Xamarin has announced that these plugins are going to be included in 

the core with the name Xamarin.Essentials. They include APIs for accessing several 

functionalities such as the battery, storage, sensors, phone dialer… 

FLUTTER 

As in React Native, this SDK provides with methods to communicate with the 

underlying platform to access the hardware capabilities of the device. The community 

of developers supporting this technology develops and release packages to offer this 

logic. 
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In this case, the package created by the company Loup is used to access the GPS, which 

manages the required permissions, offers one-time and continuous geolocation, and 

background execution. Must be noted that its API differs from the previous 

implementations: instead of using event emitters and callbacks, as in the geolocation 

specification used in React Native, it uses streams, which are an asynchronous 

programming paradigm that provides an asynchronous sequence of data. 

6.4. CAMERA 

To access the camera, all the frameworks under analysis requires an external plugin. 

Again, if there is more than one option, the one with stronger support from the 

community, and are still maintained by the developer, is chosen. 

To take advantage of this feature, an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) library is 

implemented to test how the frameworks behave when there is a high-computation 

demand; concretely, Tesseract is used, which is an open-source engine developed by 

Google. It requires to add an already trained data file for the languages to be detected 

and it consists of a wrapper for existing Android and iOS libraries. 

A plugin to use Tesseract in Flutter has not been developed yet, therefore, it will not be 

part of this test. 

 

Figure 34. Camera and OCR feature 
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REACT NATIVE 

React Native Community is a group of developers that help the development of React 

Native. The camera component is one of the several components they are working in. 

Although there is an implementation of Tesseract engine on JavaScript, it depends on 

APIs from Web, such as workers, which are not available in JavaScript Core on which 

React Native runs. 

XAMARIN 

The camera plugin is developed by the Xamarin team. 

Regarding Tesseract, the plugin requires to instantiate the API in native code, therefore, 

an interface is implemented using the Dependency Service of Xamarin.Forms to call it 

seamlessly in any platform. 

FLUTTER 

The camera package is developed by the community and the help of the Flutter team. 

6.5. BLUETOOTH 

The following diagram describes the architecture of this feature: 

 

Figure 35. Bluetooth feature architecture 

To interact with the Bluetooth interface of the smartphone, a Bosch XDK device is used 

to serve the data of its accelerometer as a proof of concept. In this example, it waits for 
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a Bluetooth WRITE command with the text “start”, whereupon it starts sending new 

data every one second. With a Bluetooth NOTIFY command, the smartphone starts 

listening for this stream and present the data on the screen. 

A Bluetooth device broadcasts its features by means of Attributes, mainly, Services that 

include Characteristics that are described by Descriptors, all of them identified with a 

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) (BluetoothSIG 2018). 

 

Figure 36. GATT profile hierarchy. Source: (BluetoothSIG 2018) 

In this case, there is only one service and two characteristics (WRITE and NOTIFY), 

and their UUIDs are known beforehand so that the application’s logic is the following: 

1. It scans the spectrum to find the device. 

2. Once the device is found and connected, its services and characteristics are 

discovered. 

3. A WRITE command with the payload text in Base64 codifications is sent. Now, 

the device is continuously sending its accelerometer data. 

4. A NOTIFY command is sent to the device, given their UUIDs, and presents the 

changes of the accelerometer data on the screen. 

There are several plugins for the three libraries under study. The criteria for choosing 

them is based on the highest number of stars that they have in their public repositories 
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in GitHub. All of them provide most of the functionality of the native SDK and all of 

them work with an alike asynchronous programming paradigm: 

• React Native. The Bluetooth Low Energy module developed by Polidea is 

chosen. It works on top of the RxAndroidBle (Android) and RxBluetoothKit 

(iOS), libraries created by the same company.  

• Xamarin.Forms. The plugin developed by Adrian Secelaneu. 

• Flutter. Library written by Paul DeMarco.  

The Bosch XKD device does not allow to set a Client Characteristic Configuration, 

which defines how the characteristic may be configured by a specific client. At the time 

of writing, only Xamarin’s Bluetooth plugin can successfully be notified by a 

characteristic without that descriptor. In RN and Flutter, only sending the write 

command is achieved, as it was not possible to obtain the accelerometer’s value. 
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7. COMPARISON 

In this section, the chosen tools are benchmarked from a technical point of view. This 

table summarizes the key differences between them: 

Table 1. Comparison summary 

 React Native Xamarin.Forms Flutter 

Open source Yes Yes Yes 

License MIT Licensed MIT Licensed BSD 

Shared code JavaScript C# Dart 

Paradigm Declarative Imperative Declarative 

OEM Widgets Yes Yes No 

Live reloading Yes No Yes 

Package manager NPM, Yarn NuGet Pub 

Portability Yes No No 

 Android iOS Android iOS Android iOS 

Build (Release) JIT Interpreted JIT/AOT AOT AOT 

Background 

execution 

Yes Community 

component 

Yes Community 

package 

No 

64-bit Compatibility No Yes Yes Yes 
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Moreover, the framework can include the API to access a certain hardware capability or 

must rely on an external library: 

Table 2. Hardware access capabilities 

 React Native Xamarin.Forms Flutter 

Navigation Community component Included Included 

Geolocation Included Included Community Plugin 

Notifications Community component Community Plugin Community Plugin 

Camera / Bluetooth Community component Community Plugin Community Plugin 

7.1. LICENSES 

Licenses determine what a developer can do with the code. Normally, applications are 

supported by several libraries, frameworks, and even pieces of code taken from third 

parties (Stack Overflow, tutorials...), which may have dependencies as well. Every 

dependency of the tree must be considered, and the licenses they use can have a strong 

influence on the possible usages of a project, as it may give rise to legal consequences if 

they are commercially licensed, that is, you need to fulfil certain requirements to use 

them in production. 

REACT NATIVE 

Both React Native, and its underlying library React and dependencies, were previously 

licensed by a version of a BSD + patents license, which Apache has banned the use of 

in its projects. This cause a negative impact among the developers’ community and, as a 

matter of fact, both libraries and their dependencies were relicensed to MIT License, 

React on September 17 and React Native on February 18. 
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XAMARIN 

Microsoft acquired Xamarin in 2016 and it relicensed Xamarin and Mono framework 

with the MIT license. However, they have a business model focused on technical 

support and add-ons: Xamarin Inspector and Xamarin Profiler, advanced tools for 

testing and debugging, require a paid subscription. 

FLUTTER 

Flutter is split into two parts, the engine and the Dart framework. According to 

Google’s engineer Ian Hickson, the team uses a script to actively search through all the 

dependency tree to generate the license. It is a BSD 3-clause, also called the "New BSD 

License" or "Modified BSD License". It is very similar to the MIT license and it allows 

the commercial use of the code as far as the copyright and license are included, and the 

trademark of the official company (Google) is not used.  

7.2. LANGUAGES 

REACT NATIVE 

React Native applications are written in JSX and JavaScript, and it inherits its paradigm 

and patterns from React and web technologies. First, some definitions are provided to 

deeper understand these languages. 

JavaScript is a general-purpose scripting language that conforms to the ECMAScript 

specification (reference ECMA-262), a standard developed by Ecma International. 

According to the Mozilla Web technology documentation, JavaScript is an interpreted 

and object-oriented language with first-class functions (Mozilla 2018). 

Moreover, the program that executes JavaScript code is called JavaScript engine, as a 

matter of fact, each browser has its own engine. This code is executed in a runtime that 

provides the objects JavaScript work with, for example, Node.js. React Native uses 

JavaScript Core by default, and V8 when remote debugging in Chrome (Aranda 2017). 

Babel compiler is integrated with React Native, it allows the developer to use the latest 

features of the standard although they may not be implemented in the engines yet. 
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React Native code uses an extension of ECMAScript called JSX, which allows the 

integration of HTML tags with JavaScript code. 

This library uses several threads to execute the logic, however, the developer would 

normally care about two: the main thread, which deals with the rendering in the native 

side, and the JavaScript thread, which holds the application logic. This single thread 

handles consuming-time operations with Promises, which are objects that represent the 

eventual completion of an asynchronous operation, such as a network request. 

XAMARIN 

Xamarin applications are written in C#, a compiled, object-oriented programming 

language with strong typing. It was developed by Microsoft and approved as a standard 

by ECMA (ECMA-334). C# is used across the Microsoft ecosystem: from game 

development with Unity, to windows applications with the Universal Windows 

Platform. 

Its syntax is based on C-style languages and, in Xamarin projects, the compiler is Mono, 

developed by Xamarin. 

The graphical user interface can be described imperatively with C#, or declaratively 

using XAML, a markup XML-based language. 

FLUTTER 

Dart is an open-source, imperative, object-oriented, compiled programming language 

developed by Google, and certified as an ECMA Standard (Ecma International 2015). 

There are already production applications that use this programming language such as 

Google AdWords, AdSense, and AdMob (Google 2018). 

Dart can be used in different platforms to write different applications: 

• Mobile applications with Flutter SDK. 

• Web applications. It can be compiled to JavaScript so that it is compatible with 

modern browsers. 
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• Server logic with a stand-alone Dart VM. 

As in React Native, Dart is single-threaded, that is, any synchronous operation that 

blocks the execution will freeze the application. It handles this paradigm with two 

objects: Futures and Streams. The former work as Promises in JavaScript and they 

represent a means for getting a value sometime in the future, whereas the latter provides 

an asynchronous sequence of data. 

This table summarizes the design pattern of the most used cross-platform mobile SDKs: 

Table 3. Programming paradigm comparison. Source: (Lund 2017) 

 Compiled to Native Interpreted (JavaScript) 

MVC / MVVM iOS SDK 

Android SDK 

Xamarin 

Apache Cordova 

Ionic 

Titanium 

Reactive Flutter React Native 

7.3. DOCUMENTATION AND COMMUNITY 

The support of the community of developers is one of the most important characteristics 

of a new library or framework: their feedback and proposals foster the success and its 

adoption among the businesses. 

One of the most representative metrics of the usage of a certain tool is the Stack 

Overflow statistics. This website is a site of reference for developers to post and answer 

questions regarding programming. The following chart shows a comparison between the 

two frameworks under test in this website in terms of the rate of questions asked: 
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Figure 37. Stack Overflow Trends 

It can be seen that React Native is becoming more adopted whereas Xamarin 

experiences a more stable growth. Given that Flutter is young, and it is still in a release 

preview version, it does not appear in the statistics yet. 

Moreover, posts on Stack Overflow are marked with tags to easily determine which 

technology they are related to; the following table summarizes the statistics in terms of 

tagged questions: 

Table 4. Stack Overflow Tags comparison 

 React Native Xamarin Xamarin.Forms Flutter 

Followers 16.200 12.000 3.100 1.100 

Questions 30.500 30.600 13.900 3.100 

These data can also be corroborated with the tool Google Trends. The following chart 

shows the tendency of the popularity of a term in proportion to the number of searches 

in Google’s search engine in the last two years (Xamarin in red, React Native in blue, 

and Flutter in yellow): 
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Figure 38. Tendency in Google 

Regarding documentation, Xamarin is a more complete tool, and it is embedded in a 

bigger ecosystem (.NET), therefore, the documentation is more extensive. 

The following Xamarin sites have been used throughout this work as consulting 

sources: 

• Xamarin official documentation (Microsoft 2018) 

• Xamarin API documentation (Microsoft 2018) 

• Xamarin Forums (Microsoft 2018) 

• Xamarin help (XamarinHelp 2018) 

In contrast, in the case of Flutter and React Native, the documentation examples can be 

mostly found in their official site. 

7.4. BUILDING PROCESS 

As Apple disallows the execution of dynamically generated code on a device, in 

Xamarin and Flutter, iOS applications are Ahead-of-Time compiled, whereas in React 

Native the code is interpreted. 

In Android, React Native uses Just-In-Time compilation, whereas Xamarin and Flutter 

allow for both JIT and AOT compilation. Broadly speaking, the first may involve a 

slower application’s startup as it compiles code every time it is started, but the size of 

the code is smaller. On the contrary, the second one includes the compiled code, so that 

the size is bigger, but the initialization can be improved. 
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In the case of Flutter, the engine’s code is compiled on Android with the NDK (Native 

Development Kit), whereas on iOS LLVM is used. 

7.5. DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIVITY 

Besides the previous experience with the programming languages, patterns, and 

workflow of the frameworks, there is a significant difference of productivity as Xamarin 

needs to compile the entire solution with every change, whereas React Native (if a 

native component is not changed) and Flutter can inject the code at runtime, allowing 

the developer to check the changes in the code directly on the running application 

without a compilation process. 

Regarding debugging and testing, the use of an IDE facilitates them as it brings together 

all the necessary tools. Xamarin and Flutter have their own official IDE (Visual Studio 

and Android Studio respectively), whereas React Native needs to add plugins to a text 

editor, or use Chrome as a debugger, to achieve the same functionality. 

Furthermore, Xamarin has the support of the cloud of Microsoft (Azure) by means of a 

toolset called Visual Studio App Center. It lets a team automate and manage the 

lifecycle of an application with automated builds and testing on real devices remotely, 

and monitoring of usage on production. 

Must be considered that these technologies, and their community-developed plugins as 

well, are young in terms of software tools and they are evolving quickly. That means 

that problems and inconsistencies during development are common at this stage: as a 

matter of fact, at the time of writing, React Native has 652 issues opened at its GitHub 

repository (Facebook 2018), Xamarin.Forms 561 (Microsoft 2018), and Flutter 3.272 

(Google 2018). 
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7.6. PACKAGE MANAGER 

External libraries, components, modules, and dependencies in general, are handled by a 

package manager. It lets the developers to share pieces of code, and to consume them in 

their projects. To sum up, it is one of the main tools that allows several engineers to 

program at the same time as it brings the capability to build on the work of others. 

XAMARIN 

Xamarin and the entire .NET ecosystem work with NuGet, which is integrated into 

Visual Studio IDE. At the time of writing, it maintains the central repository of 113.720 

unique packages. 

 

Figure 39. NuGet workflow. Source: (Microsoft 2018) 

The file <project-name>.json describes the project’s configuration, including its 

dependencies. When the project is building, Visual Studio scans this file to look for 

missing packages needed for the project to run. 

REACT NATIVE 

NPM stands for Node Package Manager, it is the default package manager when 

working with JavaScript, and it contains over 600 thousand packages. Moreover, Yarn 

was developed by Facebook in collaboration with Exponent, Google and Tilde because 

problems arose with NPM while developing React (Facebook 2018). Both tools are 

compatible (share the package registry), therefore it is the developer’s decision to use 

one or another. 

Dependencies are described in the file package.json, and the lock file represents the 

entire dependency tree and includes all packages and their resolved versions at a certain 
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time, that is, it contains all the information needed to reproduce the full dependency 

source tree. 

FLUTTER 

Pub is the package manager and repository for Dart. It contains common packages and 

specific ones for each platform it targets (Flutter and Web). Although it has a command 

line interface, Flutter SDK has its own command for managing the packages. 

7.7. BACKGROUND EXECUTION 

Xamarin offers this feature out-of-the-box, that is, no external libraries or plugins are 

needed, besides the limitations defined by each platform and the native code needed. 

React Native only provides background execution feature in Android, called Headless 

JS; however, it requires some native code. In iOS, at the time of writing, some plugins 

exist to obtain this functionality. 

Flutter does not offer it in its core: on Android, it depends on the external plugins, 

whereas it does not support it on iOS; although the team is working on it according to 

an open issue in its GitHub repository. 

7.8. 64-BIT COMPATIBILITY 

Currently at this point, only React Native for Android does not support 64-bit 

architectures, however, they are working on it according to its GitHub repository. 

Moreover, Apple forces 64-bit applications as of iOS 11 and, from January 2018 on, 

new apps submitted to the Mac App Store must support 64-bit. 
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7.9. NOTIFICATIONS 

Notifications allow the manager of a service, or the service itself, to send messages to 

the users. Two different types can be distinguished: local notifications and remote 

notifications, also known as push notifications. The formers are created by the 

application, whereas the latter are sent remotely by the provider. 

At the time of writing, React Native only supports by default the implementation of 

both types of notifications on iOS, although it does not support yet the interactive 

notifications added in iOS 8. 

Xamarin.Forms does not support a cross-platform solution, only platform-specific 

implementation (Xamarin.Android and Xamarin.iOS). 

However, in both cases, there is a community-developed plugin available for cross-

platform development, but a specific configuration is also needed for enabling remote 

notifications and for achieving native user interface and experience in each platform. 

In the case of Flutter, at the time of writing, it does not support notifications and only a 

plugin to use Firebase Cloud Messaging as a push notification provider exists. 

7.10. PERFORMANCE 

The first issue that must be taken into account is that the performance test should be 

carried out with a release build of the application so that the compiler performs all the 

optimization operations, which are not executed in a development environment for 

speed reasons. 

Moreover, this performance tests greatly depend on how the application and its logic are 

coded. The focus here are not the results, but the tools and methodology. 
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The following metrics are measured and analyzed: 

• User interface performance 

• Battery consumption 

• Memory usage 

• CPU usage 

Given the fact that the project is tested on an Android smartphone, the Android Debug 

Bridge and Android Profiler tools are going to be used: 

ANDROID DEBUG BRIDGE (ADB) 

It is a Command Line Interface that lets the developer communicate with an emulator or 

a smartphone. As Android is based on Linux system, some commands from this 

operating system are available as well. Concretely, the dumpsys command, which lets 

the developers gather information about the system services, and bugreport command, 

which extracts diagnostic information from the device, are used. 

ANDROID PROFILER 

Android Studio, the official IDE of the Android platform, includes since its version 3.0, 

a profiling tool that provides real-time data of an application’s CPU, memory and 

network activity (Google 2018). This tool can be used on applications running on 

virtual or physical devices in debug mode, therefore, a release build cannot be tested. 

Through the following sections, some useful metrics and approaches for testing an 

Android application are presented. 
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7.10.1. USER INTERFACE 

 

60 frames per second is the optimum rate for an application to refresh the view in terms 

of usability, moreover, the human eye is very discerning when it comes to 

inconsistencies in frame rates, that is, a slight decrease is easily noticeable. One 

representative metric is the amount of dropped or delayed frames during execution, 

called janks. To test the frameworks, this metric and the usage of memory are compared 

(Google 2018). 

First, the following command shows the timing information of the most recent 120 

frames: 

adb shell dumpsys gfxinfo <PACKAGE_ID> 

whose output shows as follows: 

 

Figure 40. Dumpsys Gfxinfo output 

The value of interest is the rate of “Janky frames”. 

In this case, the feature of the list view of the application is used, and tests with 10, 100 

and 300 rows are carried out following these steps: 
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1. Start the application. 

2. Reset the data already collected by the ADB. 

3. Insert the number of rows in the application. 

4. Scroll the screen from the beginning of the list to the end. 

5. Check the resulting janky frames. 

 

As Flutter uses its own rendering engine, this tool does not show relevant results for this 

SDK, therefore, the profiling tools it provides must be used instead (Google 2018). In 

this case, an integration test must be written to extract the results. It mocks the user 

input programmatically, such as scrolling, tap or input text. 

Several attempts are done, and their average and standard deviation are computed. The 

following chart shows the results: 

 

Figure 41. Rate janky frames results 

As it can be seen, janky frames grow with the number of rows as expected and React 

Native seems to show a slightly better performance. 
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7.10.2. MEMORY 

 

To analyze the memory consumption, the following command allows for the inspection 

of the application’s memory usage: 

adb shell dumpsys meminfo [PACKAGE_ID] 

Its output looks as follows: 

 

Figure 42. Dumpsys meminfo output 

The two important metrics, in this case, are the total Proportional Set Size (PSS) and 

Private Dirty RAM. The first measures the memory allocated by the application in 

RAM pages and, whereas the second represents the memory that is being used 

exclusively by its process and can be reclaimed by the system when the application’s 

process is destroyed (Google 2018). 

Using the list view feature of the application, the following results have been obtained 

once the application has been initialized and a set of 1000 users has been fetched (tests 

are carried out in a smartphone with 3GB of RAM): 
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Table 5. Memory consumption results 

 Xamarin React Native Flutter 

Private Dirty RAM (kB) 51.300 61.160 173.228 

PSS (kB) 80.445 92.985 214.843 

Proportional to total (3GB) 2,6815 % 3,0995 % 7,161% 

7.10.3. BATTERY 

 

The feature of continuously tracking the location of the smartphone is used to test how 

much battery the application drains. To do so, for five minutes, the location is obtained 

with the highest frequency available and highest precision, that is, using GPS when it is 

available. 

To measure this metric, the Android framework includes a tool that collects battery data 

called Batterystats. In the official documentation, it is explained how to gather this data 

without bias (Google 2018), which can be summarized as the following: 

1. Reset the existing data 

2. Use the application or feature under test 

3. Obtain the collected data from the phone with the following command 

adb bugreport > [output_file] 

4. Analyze the results with Battery Historian, which is a tool that presents the data 

in a user-friendly way. 

The CPU time usage of the user space and the system are measured, as they are 

representative for a lengthy usage of the application:  
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Table 6. Battery performance results 

 Xamarin React Native Flutter 

CPU user time 6s 235ms 3s 210ms 9s 510ms 

CPU system time 622ms 1s 360ms 730ms 

Power use 0,20% 0.19% 0.04% 

From these results, it can be stated that the difference of battery usage is not 

representative, although the CPU usage of Xamarin is almost double of React Native 

and triple in the case of Flutter, which can lead to a higher battery consumption in the 

long term. 

7.10.4. HIGH-DEMAND COMPUTATION 

 

Along with the camera feature, an Optical Character Recognition library has been 

implemented to test the behavior when a high-demand computation is needed. To do so, 

an image with a size of 2824x1915 pixels is scanned, and the CPU usage is monitored 

during the process. 

The resulting extracted text from the image is the same in both cases, as the library they 

use is the same (Tesseract for Android, tess-two). 

 

We Quick Brown 

Fox Jumps Over 

The Lazy Dog 

Image under test (English text) Result 

It can also analyze other languages: 
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Una forma muy amplia de dividir el inmenso 

universo tipográfico, puede 

ser teniendo en cuenta el empleo que 

se haga de la tipografia. Los dos 

grandes grupos que se pueden 

reconocer con cierta facilidad son: por 

un lado, los de las tipografías que 

sirven para textos de largo alcance, es 

decir tipografias que deben leerse con 

facilidad, y en cuanto a su morfología, 

no deben llamar la atención. Por otro 

lado estarían las tipografias demrótulo. 

Tipografías que deben llamar la atención por 

sobre todo, y como toda 

Image under test (Spanish text) Result 

The following results are taken from the test with the longer text image as it consumes 

more resources. 

These are the memory consumption profiles of the application while analyzing the 

longer text image: 

 

Figure 43. Android Profiler - Xamarin 
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Figure 44. Android Profiler. React Native 

As expected, the memory allocation of Native and Java code increases. The first refers 

to objects allocated from C or C++ code (Android operating system), as handling image 

assets is usually done by the OS. Java memory is due to the library itself. 

The following table depicts the numerical results obtained with the Android Profiler 

tool: 

Table 7. Android Profiler results 

 Xamarin React Native 

CPU usage (max.) 33% 35% 

Resolution time (s) 42766 ms 42354,720 ms 

Memory 77,5 MB 70,9 MB 
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Given the fact that there is not yet a package for Flutter that wraps Tesseract library, the 

following time-consuming mathematical operations are tested in all the frameworks: 

• Computation of the nth element of the Fibonacci sequence using a recursive and 

an iterative solution. 

The Fibonacci sequence is a series of number in which the next number is found by 

adding up the two numbers before it: 

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, ... 

ruled by the following equation: 

𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖(𝑛) = 𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖(𝑛 − 2) + 𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑖(𝑛 − 1) 

Equation 1. Fibonacci sequence 

The recursive algorithm has a complexity of (using Big-O notation): 

𝑂(𝜑𝑛) 

𝑛 ≡ 𝑁𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒;  𝜑 ≡  𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 

Equation 2. Complexity of a recursive solution of the Fibonacci sequence 

according to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Massachusets Institute of 

Technology 2007); and the iterative one: 

𝑂(𝑛) 

Equation 3. Complexity of an iterative solution of Fibonacci sequence 

• Power of a square matrix. 

A square matrix is defined as a matrix with the same number of rows and columns. For 

this kind of matrices, the power operator is defined as the multiplication of a given 

matrix by itself: 
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𝐴𝑛 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ … . 𝐴𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 

Equation 4. Power of a matrix 

The iterative algorithm is used for the power operation, with a complexity of: 

𝑂(𝑚3 ∗ 𝑛) 

𝑚 ≡ 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥;  𝑛 ≡  𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Equation 5. Complexity of matrix exponentiation 

First, the test will generate a random matrix given its size and, afterwards, compute its 

power using the same number as exponent. 

• Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm 

A prime number is defined as a natural number that cannot be the result of a 

multiplication of two smaller natural numbers, in other words, it is only divisible by 1 

and itself.  

This algorithm computes all the prime numbers below a given limit. For example, 

below 10, the prime numbers are 2,3,5 and 7. The following is the pseudocode: 

 

Figure 45. Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm. Source: (Sorenson 1990) 

This algorithm has a complexity of: 

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ log (𝑛)) 
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Must be noted that the resulting numbers can be limited by the variable in which they 

are stored: as the phone used in the tests have a 64-bit architecture, if the programming 

language can represent numbers with 64 bits (signed), the maximum value that can be 

computed is: 

263 − 1 = 9,223,372,036,854,775,807 

that is, only until the 92nd element can be calculated, or 93th if an unsigned value is 

available. In JavaScript, the maximum integer that can be accurately represented is: 

253 − 1 = 9,007,199,254,740,991 

That is the 78th number of the sequence. 

Furthermore, the iterative solution is delimited by the call-stack size. To sum up, 

depending on how the programming language handles numbers the results may differ. 

Table 8. Computation efficiency comparison 

 

React Native Xamarin Flutter 

N Time(ms) N Time(ms) N Time(ms) 

Fibonacci 

(Iterative) 
78 0.0168 93 0.0052 92 0.093 

Fibonacci 

(Recursive) 
35 197.8779 35 1179.2785 35 449.329 

Power of a 

matrix 
100 6152.726 100 6962.359 100 6686.889 

Sieve of 

Eratosthenes 
10,000 2.458 10,000 7.1756 10,000 7.096 
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7.10.5. OTHER PARAMETERS OF INTEREST 

Some metrics of interest have been measured from the release build of the application: 

• Source Lines of code (SLOC). Software metric that can be used to predict 

the amount of effort, maintainability and complexity of a software product. 

• Startup Time. 

• Storage occupied in the device. Must be noted that, at the time of writing, 

there is an issue with the Linker of Xamarin in Android so that the result is 

presumably higher, as the performances of the compiler cannot be totally 

carried out. 

Table 9. Startup time, Lines of code, and Storage 

 Xamarin React Native Flutter 

Startup time 296 ms 282.502 ms 2059.849 ms 

Cross-platform SLOC 877 711 951 

Storage 77.98 MB 45.16 MB 50.41 MB 
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8. RESULTS AND 

CONCLUSIONS 

8.1. CONCLUSIONS 

Smartphones and mobile applications are one of the most used ways to become part to 

an increasingly worldwide connected society: tendencies and innovations in the industry 

show that to have presence in the mobile realm is almost a requirement to be part of this 

exponentially evolving context, and usage statistics corroborate this. 

Given their rapid evolution, the interest of the leading Information Technology 

companies, and the applications that are already available in the market, it is 

undoubtable that these cross-platform technologies are increasingly becoming an option 

to take into account. They have widened the spectrum of available technologies to 

develop mobile solutions so that the decision of the framework that an application is 

going to be built with has become an essential step in the development. 

For the time being, cross-platform technologies are not able to reach the level of 

performance, usability and user experience of an application developed in native code. 

A developer cannot get a complete abstraction over the platforms and must not forget 

that the applications are running on different platforms with different technologies. 

Cross-platform frameworks are tools whose target is to reduce the code, time and effort 

by sharing logic between platforms, however, they are not meant to fully substitute 

native development. 
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They may stand out in some use cases depending on the requirements: 

Business to Employee (B2E) and Business to Business (B2B) 

B2E is defined as the commercial relationship between a business and its own 

employees, whereas B2B refers to the partnership between enterprises to take advantage 

of their synergies. Their goal is to optimize the use and management of information by 

empowering the employees, allowing this communication to be remote or automatic. 

In these kind of strategies, a unified process flow is more important than a rich 

experience, since the employees must comply with the protocols and policies 

established by an organization. Using a cross-platform framework fosters the 

synchronization of platforms, as they share the business logic, becoming a relevant 

option. 

Minimum Viable Product (MVP) 

The term was coined by Eric Reis as ‘A Minimum Viable Product is that version of a 

new product which allows a team to collect the maximum amount of validated learning 

about customers with the least effort’, that is, the product with the minimum set of 

features enough to capture the attention of early adopters. It is a way to test the future 

demand in a production environment and to gain valuable insight into the customers’ 

reaction, reducing the risk of a project. 

The quick development that cross-platform technologies offer provides an approach to 

develop an MVP, and the ability to quickly release new features in several platforms at 

the same time. 

Prototyping 

Agile software development has gained much attention in the last few years. Every 

successful IT firm applies this methodology at different scales in their teams. It focuses 

on delivering value to customers by working in small teams in short cycles, and it 

stands out when the requirements of a project are dynamic. 
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Native development, when targeting various platforms, requires more effort as it implies 

a change in both code bases and to be consistent across all of them. Cross-platform 

tools, although very young, are evolving following agile principles: they update with a 

relatively high frequency and adapt to developers’ requirements. However, they are still 

at a stage in which their instability may harm a project, but they are making progress in 

the same direction as today’s tendency. 

Regarding the tools used in this dissertation, Xamarin adds mobile applications 

development to the .NET ecosystem and provides a holistic solution to projects with 

different requirements thanks to its two versions: Xamarin and Xamarin.Forms. It is a 

more complete solution that stands out when an application is integrated with other 

Microsoft technologies and there is already logic implemented on them. 

Furthermore, React Native is a lighter framework that encompasses the new approaches 

of user interface libraries and tendencies of web development to the mobile realm. Not 

only can a production application be developed, but it also enables writing of the 

common components and pieces of logic and embedding them in existing native 

applications. 

Flutter brings together the new advances and offers a different approach using OEM 

components, letting the developer achieve a synchronized user interface among 

different platforms. 

The importance of analyzing the requirements of a software project when deciding 

about the tools to be used can be observed in the use cases of top mobile applications. 

One representative example is the company Airbnb that maintains one of the most used 

travel applications. It has recently published a blog post describing their experience with 

React Native for 2 years, describing the obstacles they had to face, the advantages they 

got, and why they decided to return to native development (Peal 2018). In it, they 

compare the iteration speed, the rate of shared code and performance obtained against 

the immaturity of the tool and open source libraries, its asynchronous initialization and 

application size. Besides the technological point of view, they analyzed the 

organizational setbacks they had to face: to embed RN components into native 

applications, conforming three environments (Android, iOS and RN), determining 
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responsibilities of each team and project management. On the contrary, Instagram states 

that RN let it increase the shared code and the speed of development (Instagram 

Engineering 2017). 

They have drawbacks and lacks, such as their dependency on the community-developed 

plugins, which at the same time enrich the framework but make the project more 

complex and compatibility problems to arise. Plugins used in this dissertation are, on 

average, updated every two weeks, so compatibility becomes a significant problem: 

with every update, some maintenance work must be carried out in order to take 

advantage of new features. 

8.2. ACHIEVED GOALS 

• Analysis of the current situation of mobile application development 

technologies. 

• Selection of frameworks and depiction of their available features. 

• Development of a use case with the selected tools. 

• Performance test of the use case. 
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8.3. FUTURE WORK 

This dissertation can be taken as a starting point for a more in-depth comparison: an 

interesting future line of development is, given the specific requirements for an 

application, to develop it using both, native and cross-platform technologies, and to 

observe and measure in more details the workflow, the problems faced during the 

development, time, cost, and whether the results fulfil the expectations. 

The user interface, from the point of view of the usability and user experience, has not 

been studied in this work. Another future line of research is to carry out a qualitative 

analysis of the resulting applications and to test whether the users feel comfortable with 

an application developed with a cross-platform framework or if they notice the 

difference. There has already been research in this field from which the methodologies 

must be considered, however, the results have become obsolete due to the progress of 

these technologies. 

All the tests in this work have been carried out exclusively in an Android device, as a 

Mac laptop was not available, and it is needed for compiling the applications against 

their platform. This dissertation can be further developed by confirming that these 

cross-platform technologies can certainly target different devices, and save costs and 

time sharing the code between them. 
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